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ABSTRACT
Electrophonic hearing, stimulated by an audio-frequency
current p~ssed through different types of. electrode systems
attached to various areas of the head and body, has been
previously investigated. More recently, human auditory
system response to modulated electromagnetic energy
has been reported. The experiments to be discussed in this
paper were designed to study the hearing phenomena in
electrostatic fields when the whole head or parts of its
surface are exposed to an alternating electrostatic field of
audio-frequency with and without • a superimposed DC
field. The threshold data obtained suggest there is no
other auditory stimulation excepting mechanical tissue excitation by the electrostatic forces connected with such
fields. Calculated threshold data for stimulation by amplitude modulated RF fields, assuming the same electromechanical excitation of normal bone and air conduction
hearing, are presented and compared to the hearing
phenomena in such fields reported by. others.

LECTRICAL current of audio freque~1cy pa:sed
through the human head by employmg vanous
types of electrode systems gives rise. to. hearing sensations. These hearing sensations in principle were first described. as far back as 1800 by Volta,1 7 and later investi5 9
gated in detail by Stevens 14 and others. • . Stevens
named this phenomena the electrophonic effect. The intensity and purity of the hearing sensations and the
electrical stimulus requirements appeared to depend in
a complicated fashion on the location and ,type of electrode system used. Most results indicated clearly that
the hearing sensations had their origin in electromechanical phenomena generating vibrations in bone or
tissue structures outside the cochlea and being perceived
the cochlea in the normal way. Some of the
throucrh
.
b
original speculations and hopes that the electrophomc
effect might be the result of a direct stimulation of
auditory nerve activity were soon disproven. Although
evidence has been presented to show that it is possible
in selected cases to stimulate the eighth nerve directly
with sinusoidal current applied with electrcides in the
middle ear, such indiscriminate nerve stimulation is
perceived only as broad band noise, and therefore, not
4
attractive for communication transmission.
Recently, amplitude modulated carrier frequencies
ranginf:; from 50 kcps to the radio frequency range
have hecn used with various electrode modifications
to produce hearing phenomena in normal human si.1b-
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· jects ~. 12 and to attempt speech infom1,1tion transmission to deaf subjects. 12 • u All evidence available for
this special form of electrophonic hearing points toward the fact that in these cases electromechanical
excitation of tissue sets 11p vibrations, which are carried
by bone conduction to the inner ear, stimulating the
cochlea in the normal manner. It appears as if the
limited, optimistic results reported with hard of hearing and "deaf" subjects can be explained by assuming
such bone conduction stimulation. Subjects with a
severe hearing loss; characterized as clinically deaf,
apparently received additional clues from vibration receptors in the skin when stimulated at high stimulus
intensities. Excitation of nerves in the skin by electri. caP and mechanical 8 stimulation has been studied
repeatedly. Although the potential usefulness of this
sensory mode for speech communication has not been
fully explored, the capabilities ·and limitation of single
point excitation with unpreprocessed audio signals are
fairly well known. The learning capability for a limited
vocabulary has been demonstrated many times together with the shortcomings in discrimination. The latter
appears to be restricted to the recognition of the
temporal sequence of intensities characteristic to
Words and sentences and provides in no way for
analysis of the spectral information contained in speech,
necessary for its recognition.
In 1961 Frey 6 • 7 reported that the human auditory
system can directly detect radio frequency energy
transmitted throtigh air by electromagneti c waves. Several radio frequencies, transmitted by a p.ulse 111odu-1
lated microwave transmitter, were· used. Subjects, exposed to peak power densities of 200 to 300 milliwatts
per cm2 and electric field strengths in the order of 15
. volts/ cm, reported. hearing these modulation pulses.
By shielding other areas of the head, Frey found. that
the temporal area was most sensitive to RF stimula
tion. Although the mechanism was left in doubt and
. experimental data were not complete enough for dear
differentiation, the explanation has been offered and
widely discussed that this phenomenon may be the
result of direct cortical or nerve :fiber stimulation.
In addition to fhe technical papers listed, there have
been rumors and much hearsay about the hearing
phenomena . generated in audio frequency and radio
frequency electromagnetic fielcls. In most cases, wherE
the resulting hearing phenomena were accessible to controlled experimentation, the effects could be explainec
as artifacts~ A recent article in a national non-technica·
journal l1 described an invention allowing transmissior
of sound directly to the brain by radio freqtienC)
waves. Although experimental results and details 01
this invt~ntio11 were never released, it appears mos
likely that the original claims of this invention are no
true~ and that the S\ stern makes use of an electro
1
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The absenc e of any attemp t· to evaluate quantita. tively the transdu ction of electrical energy into mechanical vibrations for the cases· of electrophonic hearing
and to relate these vibrations to the sensitivity of the
ear for hearing by air and bone conduction stimulated
tl1e presen t investigation. It is hoped that studies of
the type reporte d will assist in estimating at least the
- order of magnit ude for electromechanical stimulation
to be expect ed for different types of electrophonic experimeots, and will attemp t to explain quantit atively
many of the phenom ena observed by various investigators. The obvious and easily accessible electromechanical compo nent could be first utilized- or eliminated in
attemp ting to explain electto phonic observations. Only
if this approa ch is unsuccessful, one should resort to one
of the more unconv entiona l hypotheses of transm itting
auditor y information throug h other sensory channels or
directl y to the brain.
The reporte d investigation depicts the mo.st simple
type and configuration of electromechariical stimulation, calci.1Jates the hearing sensations to be expected , and compares the theoretical results with simple
well-controlled laborat ory experiments_ in_ electrostatic
-fields. The discussion applies these results to an explanati on of some of the various types of electrophonic
effects previously described.
·
Study of Three cases of Electrostatic Excitation:The action of electrostatic fields on the human head
was investi gated for the three conditions illustra ted in
Figure 1. In the situatio n l.a., the head was exposed
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Fig. 1. Electric excitation methods utilized in this investigation to produce electrop honic hearing. a. Head in approximately
uniform field of plate condenser. b. Small electrode at distance
( d) from head surface. c. Electrod e inserted in ear canal at
distance ( d) from the tympani c membra ne. The head is groundV
ed for all situations. The Reid strength applied is E

=a·

to a uniform electric.: field produc ed between the electrodes of a large plate condenser. Providing the wave
length of the freque ncy used is large compa red to

.the distaiice bct\veen the plates ( < rn~ cps),· the field
can he considered as CJl-laSi-stationary. The relatively·
simple electrostatic force formulas can then be applicd
to calculate the force exerted bv the field on tbe head .
The head can be approximated by a conducting ( or
dielectric) sphere and the stress distribution on its
surface determined. The stresses in this situation, when
alterna ting fields are applied, are in phase over the
whole surface, tending to compress and dilate the head
mechanicallv in its fundam ental mode. This mechanical action ~f the electric field on the head is similar
to the mechariical · action of a low frequen cy sound
wave on the human head 18 provid ed the wave length
of the sound wave is large compa red to the head.
( In addition, no asymmetrical resultant net force on
the head occurs in the electric case). Assuming equal
pressure distribution over the head for the electrostatic
field and the acoustic field case, the resulting hearing
phenom ena should be the same. For the acoustic excitation this situation has been extensively studied.rn, 20
The auditor y threshold for stimulating the ear by
"body" or "bone conduction in a free sound field" is
known. ( For this mode of excitation_ no sound is allowed to reach the ear directly by air conduction, i.e.,
by travel throug h the auditor y meatus to the tympanic
membr ane). Auditory sensations must, therefore, oc..::ur
in such an electrostatic field when the electrostatic
pressure on the head surface is of the same magnit ude
as the sound pressure require d for stimulating bone
conduction in a free sound field. Good quantit ative
agreem ent can only be expected at the low frequencies
since the pressure distribution over the head changes .
considerably at· higher frequencies in a progressive
sound wave, whereas the stress distribution from electrostatic forces remains unchan ged by the audio frequency modulation of the field.
ln situation l.b., the electrostatic field was restricted
to a small area of the head and existed only betwee n an
electrode held at close distance from the body surface.
In this situation the electrostatic field should be audible throug h electromechanical force stimulation alone,
when the electrostatic · force equals or exceeds the
thresho ld force for bone conduc tion excitation of this
area. The threshold of bone conduction, wheri small
areas of the head are driven by mechanical drivers,
are well known. 3 It is a characterization for this type
of bone conduction thresho ld that below 2000 cps
values differ depend ing upon the ear canal being open
or closed by an effective earplug. 19 • :!O \Vith earplug
the thresho ld is lower, i.e., less force on the head is
-required to stimulate the inner ear.
·
In situation I.e., an electrode was inserted in the external auditor y meah1s and placed close to the tympan ic
-rnembrane, the electrostatic forces, therefore, were concentrat ed on the tympan ic membrane. Comparison of
this effect with normal airborn e acoustic stimulation of
the tympanic membr ane should be possible.

THEORY
In all three cases discussed, illustrated schematically in Figure 1, there was an electric field in the
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air space between a conducting plate and the grounded, conducting head. For the sake of simplicity,
the field \Vas assumed to be homogeneous and uniform, i.e., the two conducting boundaries are assumed
to be plane, parallel and infinite. For the sihrntion l.a.,
a more exact solution would be readily available, however, in order to demonstrate the basic phenomena by .
one model this simplification might suffice, particularly·
since the geometric shape of the electrodes will not
change the order of magnitude of the results.
Assuming head and electrode to_form a plate condenser with a distance ( d) between electrode and
head, the electrode area (A) and a voltage (V) between head and electrode, the · pressure ( p) applied
by the electric field ( E) on the head and the electrode
is
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This stress at the boundary between the electric field
in air ( dielectric constant £0 ) and the conductor is
acting at right angle to the boundary; its direction being so as to decrease the distance between the two
plates of the condenser. Two .cases for the electric
field E =~.·in Figure 1 are now investigated. The
first case is a DC-bias modulated with an audio frequency
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The second case is a carrier frequency
modulated with a frequency Wm ·
( 3a)

Em

E = Eo (1 + tSmwmt) w1th t= Eo

(2a)

E

We

amplitude

!:

= Ee ( 1 + gcos Wmt) Sin Wet with g=

Inserting these values for E in equation ( 1) and
assuming g < < 1 to obtain forces containing only the
fundamental of the modulation frequency, neglecting
the high frequency forces with the carrier freq1.1ency
We, results in the two solutions:
(2b)
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(3b)
One sees that the two solutions are identical except
for a factor of 2, which disappears by taking Ee .. rr =
E,.. The high frequency carrier and the DC-bias fulfill
equivalent functions. In both cases a static stress directed to pull the two electrodes together is modulated·
with .a pressure of the frequency Wm. In case Ee . or
E 0 are zero, i.e., the case without bias, the pressure has .
a frequency of 2 Wni( 4)
p €0 En?Cos 2 Wmt)
In all cases when g is not < < 1, distorted pressures
( p) occur which contain Wm, 2 Wm and higher terms
containing o;e.
The solution ( 2b) for the alternating pressures on
the head for the ::;ituation La., b. and -d when a DCvoltage modulated with an audio frequency is applied,
is presented in Figare 2 with t as a pararnetec The
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Fig. 2. Alternating pressure ( p) on the head, or the plate
of an electric field E E 0 ( 1 + E Sin wmt). For E 0 0 the
.
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static field strength E 0 . and the mo<lulation factor ~
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of an electric field E E 0 ( 1 +~Sin wmt). For E 0 0 th~
pressure is of the frequency 2 wm and follows the line so
marked. See text for applying the same curves to an amplitude
modulate<l high frequency field. Approximate pressure ranges
for the human auditory thresholds for air and bone conduction · ·
at 1000 cps are indicated. The dashed curve ( radiation pressure)
indicates the radiation pressure on a conducting sphere in a
plane progressive electromagnetic· \vave with a wave length
small compared to the diameter of the sphere. "A" represents
the range of .electric field strength used in this investigation
with small electrodes on the skull ( Fig. lb.); "B" represents
the range with the•·insert electrode (Fig. le); "C" repesents
that range used by Puharich and Lawrence 12, 13 on normal
subjects; and "D" indicates the range of the field strength in
Frey's 0, 7 radar beam.

line marked P~.oJm ( t = .2,5), represents solution 4. The
same set of curves represents solution ( 3b) which corresponds to the situations l.a., b., and c. with the electric fields being formed by amplih1cle modulated ultra
sound or radio frequencies.
The calculated alternating pressures· applied by the
electric fields on the head are compared in -Figure 2
with approximate values for the airborne acoustic pressures or mechanical vibrations required for threshold
stimulation of the human auditory system.rn, 20 , ,: The
threshold ranges indicated in Figure 2 are for a stimulation frequency of 1000 cps. The graph indicates
electric field strength and modulation factor at which
stimulation in the electric field must be expected.
At very high electromagnetic canier frequencies w,,
,,·hen the electromagnetic wave length A is not large
comparedto the dimensions of the head the :field forces

--

on the head are not .;;ymmetrical and arc very compli cated "to calculate: Howev er, if A is approximately
•· i;;qi.ml 'or small compa red to the head dime11sions (A<
l meter) anothe r field force, tl1e electro magne tic
racliaticm pressu re become s signific ant and is easily calculated for A small compa red to the head dimensions:
In this case the averag e radiati on pressur e, acting in
the directi on of the propag ation of the electro magnet ic wave and, therefo re, under right angle to the electric
field vector ( Fig. 3), is easily obtaine d for a reflecti ng
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Fig. 3: Radiatio n Pressure in progressive electrom agnetic
,vave. The wave must be modulat ed in its intensity to produce
an alternat ing pressure.
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brough t i11to contac t \\·ith the body. The subject ,,-as
seated in an audiom etric test· booth and exi)osed to
electric fields accord ing to the situatio ns of Figure 1..:1:,
b. or c. The subjre:t adjuste d the field strengt h with a
precisio n llO dB, one dB step attenua tor 1fr1til his
thresho ld of henring was determ ined ( method of adjustme nt ). 1" The absolu te level of the electric field was
varied by the experim enter ouside the booth as customary in the standa rd psycho acousti c thresho ld determinatio n by the method of limits.Hi Thresh old values
f-or the voltage s applied were read in AC peak-to -peak
voltage s on an oscilloscope. All subject s were experienced in psyclio acotisti c' tests and had clinica lly normal hearing .
In trying to produc e the situatio n of Figure l.a'., a
conden ser with square electro des, 30 x 30 cm in size
and ( d) equal to 20 cm was constru cted. Howev er,
audible electro mechan ical vibratio ns of the conden ser
produc ed by the same forces intend ed to excite the
head interfe red with testing . To improv e this system
anothe r set of electro des was constru cted from fine
wire copper screen. These el~ctro des were formed in
bag-lik e shape and filled with sand to dampe n any
vibratio ns of the screen. With this system , it was established withou t doubt that hearin g occurre d at some
frequen cies due to electro static excitat ion of the head.
When earplug s were inserte d in the ear canal the
thresho ld field strengt h •for auditor y thresho lds remained the same or decrea sed below 1000 cps indicating that no airborn e sound from the· electro des
disturb ed the test. Howev er, since at many frequen cies
airborn e artifact s still prevail ed, further quantit ative
tests, restrict ed to the smalle r circula r .electro des of 15 .

P =·c-

... .r.

where ( S) is the energy flux per unit area and ( c) the
velocit y of light. For certain other conditi ons, when
the sphere is not totally reflecti ng and when >,. is of the
order of magnit ude of the sphere , solutio ns are also
known , 16 but shall not be discuss ed further in this
report. The radiati on pressu re of equatio n ( 5) is only
indicat ed here and plotted in Figure 2 to give the
order of magnit ude of the field strengt h in a traveli ng
electro magne tic wave, at which acousti c excitat ion
from the radiati on pressu re can be expecte d. Needle ss
to say that the energy flux, i.e., field strengt h, must be
modul ated with an audio freque ncy to be audible .
Experimental Equipm ent and Procedure:-A series of
tests was conduc ted to produc e the three situatio ns
indicat ed in -Figure 1 with DC and audio freque ncy
voltage s as the stimula ting field ( case equatio n ( 2a) )
After · prelim inary . e1,.J)eriments · an
electro static
field genera tor (EFG) was constru cted which produced undisto rted AC signals up to 3600 volts mvrs
from 30 cps to 4000 cps. Above this frequen cy the
undisto rted voltage droppe d to 2100 volts RMS at
10,000 cps. The EFG could be operate d with a polarizing voltage variabl e from 0-7500 volts. Safety feature s
of tJ1e genera tor include d a resistor of high value in
series with the output electro de( s). This allowe d the
output voltage to drop to near zero; if acciden tally
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Fig. 4. Example of voltages required to produce the threshol d
of electrophoruc hearing with a small electrod e ( 1.25 cm. di::uneter) at 1.25 cm. distance from the head. The data are for
one subject; the electrode at position 3, a.~ indicate d on Figure
5. The data illustrate that with zero DC bias the frequenc y
of the pressure is doubled. Therefore, the highest sensitivity
occurs at half the frequenc y ( 350 cps.) than for the case with
large DC bias ( 700 cps.).
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cm diameter and finally of 1.25 cm diameter, were
conducted. The electrode, for which quantitative data
will be presented, was an. aluminum rod of 1.25 cm
diameter and 2.5 cm length embedded in clay, which
filled a plexiglas tube. The tube ,vas connected to a
headband and an earmuff type seal placed over the
end. The seal was in contact with the head and spaced
the electrode at a distance of approximate ly 1.25 cm
·
from the skin of the head.
To produce the situation indicated in Figure Le. a
spherical electrode of 3 mm diameter was placed in
the hollo\v tip of a V-51R earplug and inserted in the
ear canal of the subject.
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
lt was easily verified that the field strength required to produce hearing sensations was in the
right range as predicted in Figure 2. For the experi·mental conditions of Figure La. and l.b. the same
field strength, necessary to obtain the pressures
for bone conduction excitation; was required. For the
condition of the electrode in the ear canal, the pressure
produced by the electric field was close to the·· air
conduction threshold as expected. It is easily verified
that the pressure varies with the DC basis, and that
without DC bias the second harmonic of the stimulus
frequency was heard. Only a DC voltage large com~
pared to the AC voltage resulted in perception of a
.·.
pure tone ( Fig. 4).
In Figure 5 threshold values for the L25 diameter
electrode placed at various positions on the head are
presented. These data are averaged over the results
obtained for five subjects with and without V-51R earplugs. Above 2000 cps no data points for the without
earplug conditions were plotted when it was verified
that spurious air conducted. sound began to interfere
with the electromech anical excitation. The possibility
of electromech anical forces exciting skin vibrations which radiate airborne sound into the open ear

. - WITH V·51 R EARPLUG
0-----0 WITHOUT V-51R EARPLUG
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Fig. 5. Threshold field strength required to produce hearing
.it a dist.:mce of 1.2.3 cm. from four areas of .the head. The threshold
c-urves are presented for the conditions with and without earpll1gs. Since a DC l,ias of 4000 volts was used in tht•se
experiments, the frt•q:1ency of the tone perceived was the s,une
as the frequency of tlte stinrnbtin;.,; voltage.

,,·ith a small electrode, ( diameter 1.25 cm.) placed
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canal is an explanation for· this artifact. Comparing
the threshold field strength foi· the various positions of
Figure ,5 with the curves of Figure 2 makes it obvious
that in positions 1 and 4 the electric field is exciting
bone conducted sound, whereas in positions 2 and 3
at most frequencies a direct excitation of the tympanic
membrane mitst be assumed to explain the almost 100
times higher pressure sensitivity in the middle frequency range.
The insert electrode (Fig. Le.) was used to demonstrate that the tympariic membrane can be directly
excited by electrostatic forces. From the threshold voltages measured, the pressures at the tympanic membrane were calculated by assuming an average distance of L25 cm from the electrode to the tympanic
membrane. These electrostatic ally produced threshold
pressures are compared in Figure 6 with the threshold
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Fig. 6. Average auditory threshold curve ( 5 subjects) as a
function of perceived frequency for electric stimulation of the
tympanic membrane by an insert electrode ( Ffg. l.c.). The
threshold pressure was calculated using a distance, from electrode to tympanic membrane, of 1.25 cm., and by correcting
for the area difference between electrode and tympanic membrane. The values measured are with a zero DC bias. The
·minimum audible pressure· curve, obtained with a dynamic insert receiver on the same five subjects, is presented for com(
parison.

sound pressure levels measured on the same five subjects by means of ·dynamic insert receivers. In spite
of the difference bet\veen the two curves, there remains no doubt, as. demonstrate d by the agreement
regarding the absolute threshold values, that the electric field stimulated the tympanic membrane through
its mechanical forces. Considering the difference between the threshold curves of Figure 6,' it n'lust b:e
· remembered that the pressure distribution over the
tympanic membrane is not the s~me for both cases.
The pressure distribution is more uniform for the
acoustic case, but is constant as a function of frequency
for the electric case. In addition, a small constant
static pressure. pulling the tympanic membrane outward is applied with an electric field.
DISCUSSION
This discussion shall be restricted to an overall comparison of existing experimental results with the conclnsions of the theoretical considerations presented.

Aii'-"experiments with DC and AC fields accordi ng to
Figure l.;t. and l.b. resulted in hearing phenom ena
which ltll1 be satisfactorily explain ed quillitatively and
quantita tin,Jy by the electric field forces discussed under the theoreti cal section. The range of electric field
strength t1sed to produce the thresho ld· data at 1000
cps of Figt1re 5 is indicate d as area A in Figure 2.
The pressure s produce d by these fields cover the range
between the thresho ld for bone conduct ion in a free
sound field· without earplug and the same threshol d
with earpiug . The data of Figure 6 with the insert
earplug were obtaine d with DC bias and arc indicat.ed by the field strength range B on Figure 2. As
expecte d, these pressure s are near the niinimum audible pressur e thresho ld for airborn e sound.
The neld strength applied with the. "transde rmal
stimula tor" of Puharic h and Lawren ce 12 • 13 can be easily calculat ed and is indicate d in Figure 2 by the
region C. It is obvious that the electromechanical
forces applied are well above the .thresho ld ·for .bone
conduct ion of subjects with 11ormal hearing . Since
pressur es up to more than a thousan d times higher
were applied to hard of hearing and clinically deaf
subjects , the probabi lity of stimula ting residual hearing in cases with 80 dB and more hearing loss and of
giving addition al clues to the deaf through skin stimulation is obvious. There is no indicati on and a small
probabi lity of other than electrom echanic al stimulation.
Finally, the radiatio n pressur e calculat ed from
Frey's 6 • 7 data for his free field RF stimula tion is· indicated in Figure 2 as region D. This pressure is
slightly above the free field air conduct ion threshold.
Conside ring the short pulses of peak power used in his
experim ents and the fact that some of his observations
point toward bone conduct ion receptio n, the pressure
of region D appears somewh at low. Repetiti on of
Frey's experim ents under better controll ed conditions
and with the probabi lity of electrom echanic al excitation in mind appears desirabl e before a final conclusion
explain ing his observa tions can be reached . In. spite
f this, stimula tion of the cochlea through ·· electroechanic al field forces by air or bone conduct ion appears to be the most likely explana tion at present and
much more probabl e than direct electric al nerve stimulation.

.
e

CONCLUSIONS

Electro mechan ical field forces must be conside red .
as primary causes for the hearing sensations ob;erved ,vith various types of electrop honic stimulations. Theoret ical conside rations and existing experimental data make it most likely that these forces
1ccotm t for all reports ,vhere the hearing of pure or
1istorted tones ( rather than indiscri minate noise) was
nvolved. There is no evidenc e of any direct percept ion

of electric al audio signals which would not go via
electromechanicallv induced vibrations in tissue and
normal reception in the cochlea. Electros tatic excitation of Yihrations in tissue appears as a useful new
research tool for specialized psyc:hophysiological experimen tation on the auditory or vibrotactile system.
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